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Introduction
There is growing evidence that nature can have a positive effect on health
and well-being. The ‘Green Spaces: A Pathway to Health’ Conference, held
in March 2007, was organised to highlight how current research is being put
into practice across Wales, to share best practice examples of projects
currently taking place across a range of agencies, and to facilitate
discussions on future policy priorities in Wales.

The event was organised by the Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) and
the Wales Centre for Health (WCfH) as part of an ongoing plan of activities
between the two organisations aimed at raising awareness of the
contribution that the natural environment can make to health and well-being
in Wales.

The ‘Green Spaces: A Pathway to Health’ Conference was a follow-up to a
similar event organised by the CCW and the WCfH in 2004. It proved to be
just as successful, attracting 90 delegates from a wide range of organisations
with an interest in the links between the great outdoors and health.

The following document provides a summary of the event and captures
the range of discussions and issues raised over the course of the conference.
In addition, we have tried to provide an overview of the key workshop
recommendations and it is hoped that by doing this the document will
continue to stimulate further debate and action amongst policy makers in
relation to ‘green spaces’ and health.

If you would like to know more about the any aspect of the conference or
this post-event report:

Contact: Anne-Marie Brackpool,
Physical Activity Network Co-ordinator,
Wales Centre for Health

E-mail: annmarie.brackpool@wch.wales.nhs.uk

Tel: 029 2022 7744
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Conference Art
Delegates viewed a gallery of cartoon images portraying the main issues that
were highlighted from the previous conference in 2004 and from the current
situation in 2007. Delegates were asked to take time to provide feedback on
each of the images by writing comments on post-its and sticking them to the
corresponding picture.

The gallery became an interactive 'filling station' allowing delegates to
share points of view in an easy and engaging way. The posters have been
digitalised in full colour, with delegate feedback and can be seen in
Appendix 3.

For more information please visit www.ogilviedesign.co.uk

Yellow post-its symbolise:

'I broadly agree

with the message
on this poster'

Pink post-its symbolise:

'I broadly challenge
the message of

this poster'

The images were created by
corporate artist, Graham Ogilvie.
He has developed and specialised
the use of creative visioning
methods such as illustrations and
storyboards to collect and translate
the verbal into the pictorial.
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Launch of the
Physical Activity
Network for Wales
In 1999, the Welsh Assembly Government invited members of the Sports
Council for Wales to convene a Healthy and Active Lifestyles Task Force to
advise on cross cutting issues in order to increase the levels of physical
activity in Wales. A series of recommendations were produced at the end of
2001 and following consultation, the ‘Healthy and active lifestyles in Wales:
a framework for action’ was produced. This set out a programme of action to
encourage the population of Wales, particularly the most sedentary, to lead
more active and healthy daily lifestyles.

The intention of the plan was to complement other Welsh Assembly
Government initiatives, including the Walking and Cycling Strategy, the
Physical Education and School Sport Action Plan and the Sport and Active
Recreation Strategy, in order to tackle the issue of increasing levels of
inactivity with a broad base of initiatives.

panw
physical activity network wales
rhwydwaith gweithgaredd corfforol cymru
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It is recognised that in order to achieve change, effective partnerships are
needed. One of the key objectives for the Healthy and Active Lifestyles Plan
was to develop national and local partnerships and strategies to increase
physical activity through active living. Many of these partnerships are already
in place; it is the inclusion of physical activity in all health programmes
developed by these partnerships that needs to be addressed. One of the
recommendations of the plan therefore, was to establish an all-Wales
physical activity liaison group in order to bring together national and local
representatives to identify common objectives to share best practice, and to
establish a Physical Activity Network for Wales (PANW).

The Physical Activity Network for Wales links with individuals and
organisations across the whole spectrum of physical activity in Wales,
providing support and facilitating partnership working where necessary.
The Network also facilitates the sharing of information and best practice
principles, with the aim of increasing the physical activity levels of the
people of Wales.

Contact: Anne-Marie Brackpool,
Physical Activity Network Co-ordinator,
Wales Centre for Health

E-mail: annmarie.brackpool@wch.wales.nhs.uk

Tel: 029 2022 7744

www.physicalactivityandnutritionwales.org.uk

www.gweithgareddcorfforolamaethcymru.org.uk

Delegates took the
opportunity to try
Nordic Walking in the
lunch break
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Launch of A Profile of Rural Health
in Wales
A Profile of Rural Health in Wales is a statistical report
analysing health data on rural Wales and providing
comparisons of health information between rural and
urban areas. Rural health is influenced by many
determinants including income, housing, education, access
to services and deprivation. In this report these indicators
are compared between rural and urban areas.The health
outcome indicators analysed are: life expectancy, hospital
admissions and mortality.

Copies are available from the WCfH or can be downloaded from
www.wch.wales.nhs.uk

Contact: Andrea Gartner, Health Information and Intelligence Analyst

E-mail: andrea.gartner@wch.wales.nhs.uk

Tel: 029 2022 7744
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Opening Address
Mr John Griffiths AM
Former Deputy Minister for Health and Social Services

Thank you for inviting me here today. I am pleased to be here at the second
conference on Pathways to Health and I read with interest the report from
the first conference and the recommendations arising from it. During my
speech I will pick up on some of the activity that has occurred since this last
conference.

We are all aware of the benefits that physical activity can have on health.
The importance the Welsh Assembly Government has placed on developing
an active and healthy nation can be seen in the strategies and action plans
that have been developed to address this key area. Climbing Higher, the
Strategy for Sport and Physical Activity, particularly recognises the
importance of the outdoor environment for providing long term opportunities
for individuals to be more active. The Food and Fitness Action Plan for
Children and Young People sets out the actions that the Welsh Assembly
Government will deliver to meet the targets outlined in Climbing Higher to
increase activity levels of children. Both of these key documents form the
Welsh Assembly Government’s commitment to Health Challenge Wales, our
national focus for action to improve health and well-being.

Wales has a fantastic outdoor playground and we need to ensure that use of
this wonderful resource is maximised – all be it sensitively - to ensure
generations to come will also be able to reap the benefits. However, in terms
of health, being in the outdoors is not only about physical activity. There is
good evidence to suggest that just being outdoors in the open air has a
beneficial effect on mental health and well-being.

So what is the Welsh Assembly doing to help support a physically active
nation?

The Welsh Assembly Government has released an additional £4 million to the
Sports Council for Wales for the creation of ‘doorstep’ opportunities for
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people to be more active. Nearly 300 informal recreation schemes have been
set up as a result of this ‘door step’ funding. This has been achieved by
adapting existing facilities, which include local green spaces, footpaths and
trails, and linking into programmes to support their usage.

In addition, the Welsh Assembly Government, through its Sporting Plan for
Wales, is providing £300k over four years to the North West Wales Outdoor
Partnership in order to provide a range of opportunities for more local
people to achieve their potential through outdoor activities.
Based on the success of Dragon Sport in our primary schools, which provided
extra curricular sporting activity opportunities to nearly 103,000 children last
year, we have launched a new secondary school sport programme called ‘five
times sixty’ (‘5x60’). Around thirty-nine secondary schools are now involved
in the programme, which has been positively welcomed and received by
schools, pupils and teaching staff across Wales. Over 3,000 young people
took part in ‘five times sixty’ (5x60) activities during the second half of the
2006 autumn term. Amongst the most popular activities chosen by the young
people were mountain biking and outdoor adventure activities.

The recently completed Walking the Way to Health Project, funded by the
Countryside Council for Wales, Big Lottery Fund and British Heart
Foundation, has resulted in over 150,000 people walking more often: almost
double the original target.

Neil Jellings
(WCfH Board),
Alan Underwood,
Mr John Griffiths AM
and Lynnette Thomas
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To build on the success of the Walking the Way to Health Project, a
substantial investment is being made into Walking in Wales, in a joint project
being developed by the Sports Council with support from the Countryside
Council for Wales. This project is seeking to target the most sedentary
people in Wales by supporting local projects, co-ordinating training and
sharing best practice.

The Countryside Council for Wales has also designed a toolkit to help local
authorities plan and improve natural green areas for people in their
communities. This builds on the Welsh Assembly Government’s commitment
that everyone should be able to enjoy contact with nature, in safety, without
having to make any special effort or journey to do so. The toolkit helps local
authorities assess the current provision of green spaces and the potential it
can have to the health of the local residents. It includes recommendations
that there should be two hectares of green space per 1,000 population and
no-one should live more than 300 metres walking distance from their nearest
area of natural green space – that’s six minutes walk with a pushchair. Local
authorities will be asked how they are responding to this challenge.

The voluntary sector is vital in the delivery of outdoor opportunities, and
support has also been provided to them through the Health Challenge Wales
Voluntary Sector Grant Scheme. This grant scheme has enabled organisations
such as Sustrans, BTCV, Groundwork Wales and other voluntary organisations
to encourage communities to become more physically active within their
local environment.

I experienced this first hand when, despite torrential rain, I joined a local
cycle group set up by Sustrans on a ride through Ystrad Mynach. This group
would never have had the opportunity to go cycling without the help and
support of this project. The improvements to their quality of life because of
this activity were evident to all.
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Another initiative which will help support volunteers and professionals
working in the field is the Physical Activity Network for Wales (PANW). I am
pleased to announce today the formal launch of this Network, which has
arisen as a result of recommendations in the Healthy and Active Lifestyles
Framework for Action document.

This document identified the need to establish an all-Wales physical activity
liaison group with the aim of sharing and disseminating best practice
throughout Wales over the whole spectrum of physical activity.

The Network first went online in October 2006 and there are currently over
160 registered health professionals who have requested to use the Network’s
communication tool to share and receive knowledge and information. This
number is continuously growing as awareness is raised of the Network’s
existence. This initial success was closely followed by the online search
facility, or Contacts Database, which enables individuals to locate physical
activity professionals by local authority. This will be further developed to
incorporate a sharing of good practice field.

The Welsh Assembly Government, along with other health organisations, has
realised that in order to effectively work towards reducing the obesity
epidemic, there is a clear need to join together nutrition and physical
activity initiatives. With this in mind, the next step for PANW is to merge
with the Nutrition Network for Wales. By the two networks merging, we will
have a more effective way of gaining information for those professionals
working on both physical activity and nutrition, whilst also retaining the
facility to link to the individual areas.

I am delighted to see the ‘up and running’ website and for those of you who
haven’t yet had the opportunity to look at the PANW website, I would
encourage you to take time during the breaks throughout the day to go and
visit the PANW stand for yourself.

I would like to thank the Wales Centre for Health and the Countryside
Council for Wales for organising todays event, and I hope you all enjoy the
rest of the day.
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Abstracts of presentations
Launching ahead: accelerating the agenda
Lynnette Thomas, Head of Partnerships and Communications, WCfH

How is access to local green space being taken forward at a national level
and how does this link with the local agenda? The Physical Activity Network
for Wales (PANW) is a key conduit in bringing different sectors in the field of
physical activity together and sharing good practice to integrate physical
activity into different policies and practices. The Network will be launched
today, 15 March 2007, as part of a trajectory to improving health and well-
being and reducing obesity in Wales.

The WCfH’s A Profile of Rural Health in Wales report will also be examined
and launched during this presentation.

Climates of change: linking the public health
and sustainable development agendas
Angela Mawle, Chief Executive, UKPHA

The 21st Century poses massive new challenges to health and well-being yet
even so we appear to be sleepwalking into the maelstrom apparently
oblivious of the need for the cultural and societal changes essential to
underpin a healthy, sustainable society.

Part of this mindset is the NHS-based approach to public health which has
developed in the last few decades with an increasing focus on individual
lifestyle choice. It is the UKPHA's contention that healthy choices can only be
made within a social, economic and environmental context that supports
health and well-being, and which is rooted in social justice. How can we say
that good health is a matter of lifestyle choice when choice is denied to so
many? How is exercise an option in highly degraded urban environments?
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How is freedom of movement and social interaction possible amid traffic-
clogged roads where the car rules supreme? The public health of the 21st
Century has to be bold and courageous in its call for healthy, sustaining
environments and strong empowered communities.

Mentro Allan: Providing green space opportunities for ‘hard to
reach groups’
Jane Lorimer, Project Manager, Mentro Allan

Unleashing the potential of local outdoor green spaces for regular exercise is
a key aim of the Mentro Allan programme. Activities are located close to
where people live, which establishes a new relationship between people and
previously unknown green spaces.

The Mentro Allan approach allows project staff to be proactive in targeting
inactive people and spend time exploring perceptions to exercise, discussing
and overcoming barriers and helping people find personal motivation for
change. Once change is introduced, word of mouth encourages more people
to take part. However, working with inactive people is time consuming and
those decision-makers involved at the national and local levels must consider
how the model can be replicated on a larger scale so that this project
realistically informs future national programmes.
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Information on speakers and facilitators
Alan Underwood, Council Member
Countryside Council for Wales

Alan Underwood has been a freelance management consultant, working in
the third sector, for the last seven years. He is a council member and a
member of the Audit and Risk Committee of the Countryside Council for
Wales (CCW), the Government’s statutory adviser on sustaining natural
beauty, wildlife and the opportunity for outdoor enjoyment throughout
Wales. He has over thirty years experience in the voluntary sector, primarily
with environmental and community regeneration organisations. He was the
Co-ordinating Development Officer of the Welsh Assembly Government’s
Environment Wales Initiative for nine years and is currently the Honorary
Chairman of the Environment Wales Grants Advisory Panel; and as such he is
a co-opted member of the Welsh Council for Voluntary Action’s Board. He
maintains an active volunteer role as a Director of Wastesavers Ltd, the
wholly owned trading subsidiary of Newport Wastesaver’s, which undertakes
the kerbside recycling collection for Newport’s 56,000 households.

Delegates Formulate
ideas for discussion in
the open space agenda
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John Griffiths AM, Deputy Minister for Health and Social Services
National Assembly for Wales

John Griffiths, Labour AM for Newport East, studied law as a mature student
at the University of Wales, before going on to practice as a solicitor
specialising in criminal law, personal injury and general civil litigation. He is
a former councillor on Gwent County Council and Newport County Borough
Council. He is a member of the Co-operative Party, Workers’ Education
Association, and Community and T&GWU trade unions. Born in 1956, he was
formerly Deputy Minister for Health and Social Services with responsibility for
older people, adult social care, Health Challenge Wales, Welsh language in
the NHS, and is the Carer’s Champion. Assembly Committee membership
includes Health and Social Services and Equal Opportunities Committees.
John is Chair of Objective 2 Programme Monitoring Committee; member of
Objective 3 Programme Monitoring Committee and Chair of All Party Groups
on International Development and Sport.

Lynnette Thomas, Head of Partnerships and Communications
Wales Centre for Health

Lynnette Thomas has responsibility for communications, networks, the Welsh
Health Impact Assessment Support Unit and European projects at the WCfH.
Prior to this, Lynnette worked as Policy Manager - Strategy at the Wales
European Centre in Brussels where she was responsible for a wide range of
policy and programmes including health, social and employment policy,
regional policy and lifelong learning. While she was working in Brussels she
obtained an MBA through the Open University Business School. She has also
worked at the Welsh Local Government Association in the field of social
policy, in Brighton and Hove City Council responsible for community health
and environmental issues, and on European Commission and World Health
Organisation funded research at the Centre for Health Education and Research
at Canterbury Christ Church University College. It was here that Lynnette
completed her MSc in European Health Promotion. She has also worked in the
voluntary sector, including a period researching HIV/AIDS for the Indian Health
Organisation. She was born and brought up in the Cynon Valley.
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Angela Mawle, Chief Executive
UK Public Health Association

Prior to becoming Chief Executive of UKPHA, Angela’s career spanned across
health and the environment in the private, public and voluntary sectors.
During her time at the UKPHA, Angela has made it possible for the
organisation to develop radically from the grassroots, continuously
encouraging member consultation and involvement in all areas of work.
Specific achievements include: increasing the innovation of the Annual
Forum to allow work to develop with local partners in the host region and
thus to enable a positive footprint to be left after the event; linking with
organisations which play a vital role in promoting the health of the
population but which have traditionally been overlooked (including
developing links and projects on fuel poverty, green exercise and more
recently planning and housing); and leading the major UK public health
bodies to unite to produce a concordat of their views for the future of public
health.

Jane Lorimer, Project Manager
Mentro Allan

Mentro Allan is a Big Lottery Funded project, bringing an investment of
£6.5m to work with inactive populations in Wales. Fifteen projects are
working with targeted groups to make the most of the local natural
environment as a venue for health benefiting physical activity. The
programme is overseen by a National Partnership whose members represent
Countryside Council for Wales, National Public Health Service for Wales,
Sports Council for Wales, Wales Council for Voluntary Action and Welsh Local
Government Association. Mentro Allan features in several local Health, Social
Care and Wellbeing strategies as a demonstrable intervention which will
reduce health inequalities and improve physical health and wellbeing. Jane
Lorimer is the Project Manager for the national Mentro Allan programme. She
is employed by Sports Council for Wales in its capacity as lead body for the
national partnership. Prior to taking up this position in December 2005, Jane
was Travel Plan Coordinator at the University of Bristol.
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Steve Evison, Open Space Facilitator
Rural Resources

Resources for Change is a team of ten facilitators and consultants (each
specialising in different subject areas) supporting people in collective decision
making. This involves a broad range of work including consultation,
participatory programme design and support, action planning and evaluation.
Fundamental to their work is the belief that working with and through people
is the most effective way of achieving more positive outcomes. Resources for
Change was established in 1997 to work with communities and professional
groups on local, national and international levels. Most of their work is across
England and Wales, with the public and voluntary sectors, working to bring
about positive change to communities, the environment and the economy.
Resources for Change has significant track record, which has involved work in
nine countries and the delivery of over 450 successful contracts.

www.r4c.org.uk
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Summary of main discussion areas
arising from the conference
Delegates were asked to consider the actions taken since ‘The Countryside as
a Pathway to Health – Rising to Health Challenge Wales’ conference in June
2004. With these in mind, delegates were invited to use open space
facilitation to generate topics for discussion in the workshops, and actions to
be brought forward from this conference. The main discussion areas are
summarised below:

Session 1
� How to engage hard to reach groups
� Creating effective partnerships including with those for whom its not
apparent on their agenda

� How to identify the sedentary and engage them effectively
� How do we secure funding for green space and rights of way?
� Workplace and green space: an opportunity?
� How do we get away from the overprotection culture?
� Abuse of green spaces: engagement and overcoming fears
� How to choose the best activities for the least active groups

Session 2
� How to make better use of education and the media, especially for
younger people

� Using green space as pathway to wellbeing, self esteem and mental
health

� How do we deter anti-social behaviour and help people feel safe in
their green spaces?

� How do we engage and build links with park service professionals?
� How to keep activities going once the funding stops
� How to encourage better use of exercise on prescription
� Open access – footpaths and trails – how to make them easier to use
� Are perceptions of green space more influential than proximity?
� How to engage children/families
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‘Open Space’ workshop discussions
Introduction
This session was facilitated by Steve Evison and supported by Andrew Jowett,
both from Resources for Change.

Why did we use the ‘open space’ approach?

The subject of the conference covered a wide range of issues of potential
interest to the delegates. It is also an area where there has been a lot of
interest and attention over the last few years and so the potential areas of
interest for discussion are wide ranging and complex. The ‘Open Space’
technique was therefore adopted because it allows the delegates to identify
the subjects they wish to discuss by generating the topics themselves. They
are then free to join whichever discussion group most attracts them, but also
to move around between tables, applying the ‘rule of two feet’. Thus it is
possible to maintain a high level of interest and maximise contributions. This
helps avoid forcing people to sit through topics of little interest to them and
so encourages maximum participation.

How the methodology worked in practice

Conference delegates posted as many ideas as they liked on a long display
wall. These were then grouped in clusters if they addressed similar issues.
Delegates then voted for the two issues they were most interested in by
ticking the relevant post-its. Armed with this information, the facilitators
established 18 issues to discuss over two 45 minute sessions. Delegates
recorded key points on a flip chart for the conference report. There was no
plenary feedback session but everybody was encouraged to look at the work
generated by each group which was laid out round the tables at the end of
the session. This was also used to aid delegates in making a personal pledge
for action following the conference.
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Summary results of discussion groups
The initial number of delegates at the beginning of each discussion session is
in brackets after the title.

Session 1

Table 1
How to engage hard to reach groups (13)
� Cutting out negative perceptions and building trust were considered
critical issues. Cutting out jargon and keeping messages simple were
suggested, as was talking face-to-face rather than on the telephone.
Building on what people are interested in may identify opportunities
that were not previously obvious. Also, setting realistic objectives so
that people are not set up to fail.

� The importance of engaging with support workers and families so that
they are not barriers to change. Not seeing deprived area status as a
barrier.

� Stress the social and learning dimensions to getting out.

Table 2
Creating effective partnerships including with those for whom it is not
apparent on their agenda (7)
� Establishing links between land management professionals and health
workers with direct contact with clients (such as community health
teams, hospitals, day care providers).

� Provision of easy to access information especially for community
based workers: where to go, what to get involved in. Suggestions
included Access Wales, BBC Wales, and PANW database. This needs to
be well targeted.

� Model training days – building champions. This is the idea behind the
North Wales Outdoor Partnership.

� Can we more effectively involve the commercial sector as a provider
of activities.
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Table 3
How to find the sedentary and engage them effectively (9)
� Linking up with other agencies, personal recommendations, word of
mouth and fast-food outlets were considered ways of finding people.
In general, this work is considered labour intensive.

� To engage them, consultation to find out what motivates them or
would act as an incentive was suggested. Also, involving local leaders
or people in the know and finding local champions.

Table 4
How do we secure funding for green space and rights of way? (4)
� General need to understand and publicise the economic value of
physical activity (compared with medicines) and the value of public
open spaces (to economy). This may help to secure support from
politicians and lead to more funding (as in England).

� Better links between parks / rights of way officers (and managers) and
the health and education sectors especially at the local level.

� A properly resourced national / local joined-up strategy required for
funding (rather than short-term lottery grants and other continuously
changing sources).

� Need to focus more on what people do and want, including children,
and be prepared to follow advice (maybe fewer costly flower beds).
There are lots of informal activities on green spaces.

Table 5
High level strategies to encourage use of green space
� community ownership
� daylight saving
No participants chose this table.
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Table 6
Workplace and green space: an opportunity? (9)
� This is as important as ‘health and safety’. Awareness amongst
managers is important – but need evidence of benefit of exercise on
work productivity and reduction of stress.

� Encouragement needed through incentives and information: walking
maps, walking meetings, bike storage facilities, time to shower,
mentors / role models. Ask people what they want and deliver!

� Corporate health standard needs promoting.

Table 7
How do we get away from the overprotection culture
re: risk (cotton wool!)? (7)
� Need to conduct risk assessment and build up evidence of perception
versus reality to bust the myth. Compare this with ‘unhealthy’ risks
of not taking exercise.

� Need to encourage personal responsibility and combat fear of
litigation.

Table 8
Abuse of green spaces – engagement and overcoming fears (8)
� Develop different areas for different needs: skate park, walking,
graffiti wall (freedom to express), paths and trails, circuits, multi-use
games areas, cycle paths.

� Don’t just call it a park! Hold events.
� Neighbourhood warden scheme and park / play rangers can help solve
problems – outreach (often perceptions may not be correct).

� Kids like to break out of closed areas and play naturally though adults
may prefer to see them in enclosed.

� Lighting as part of 24 hour access – also toilets, shelters and seating.
Don’t fence in or close early.

� Need to change perceptions: use media. The more people are around,
the safer parks become – it’s a catch 22 situation.
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Table 9
How to choose the best activities for the least active groups (4)
� Basically we need to ask or consult to find out what people want and
what the barriers are. Also talk to community leaders and try coffee
socials for a focus group. Offer what is affordable and accessible – be
prepared to compromise.

� Make things sociable and fun. Educate people as to what is available
and how beautiful the countryside is – perhaps use role models.

� Taster sessions, especially if family friendly and a gentle start are
sensible. Music is a good way of attracting young people.

Session 2

Table 1
How to make better use of education and the media,
especially for younger people (4)
� Improved communication between education providers and parks /
open spaces was highlighted and generally better use of educational
or study opportunities.

� Promoting a variety of activities, with catchy phrases, and exercise
may become an incidental activity to visiting.

Table 2
Using green space as pathway to wellbeing, self-esteem
and mental health (5)
� Awareness of the value of green space is still needed, for example,
GPs could recommend ‘dose of fresh air’. This would be part of wider
prevention awareness work but we need to generate the links. We
know that existing physical activity programmes do generate benefits
(but need more on evaluations and methods).
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Table 3
How do we deter anti-social behaviour and help people feel safe in
their green spaces? (7)
� We need to make parks accessible to young groups and use more
imagination when providing facilities.

� A ‘parkie’ or youth officer would help to deter bad behaviour.
� Significant discussion around how to enable children / vulnerable
adults or the elderly feel safe when using open spaces without
‘supervision’.

Table 4
How do we engage and build links with park service professionals? (2)
� Must ask them along to these events, as those responsible for this
‘resource’ are not always involved in discussing or planning activities,
which take place in them.

� We have started to make the links between health, providers and
target groups, but these kind of conferences need to include parks
services (the provider of doorstep spaces) and teachers / education
advisers.

Table 5
How to keep activities going once the funding stops (10)
� Embed the idea of sustainability in participant’s minds to give
ownership to user groups (but don’t load volunteers with paperwork),
keep them involved in decisions along the way.

� Be able to demonstrate impact, be clear on what works but make
evaluation easy and find out how much it will cost for activities to
continue.

� Need to generally have the view of business without profit such as
starting with a small charge and make funding ‘bottom up’.

Table 6
Are perceptions of green space more influential than proximity?
No participants chose this table.
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Table 7
Open access – footpaths and trails – how to make them easier to use
(7)
� Suggestions included better signs and gates, diverting paths away
from farmyards and removing barriers. In short, audit from a users
viewpoint.

� Footpaths / trails well signposted, with maps easily accessed,
particularly targeting short walks

� Improving awareness and understanding of open access.
� Provision of training on navigation / orienteering in countryside.

Table 8
How to encourage better use of exercise referral (7)
� It is important to make contact with the scheme co-ordinator and
ensure that there are outdoor activities in their local programme
perhaps with a tool-kit for the outdoors.

� We also need to promote to GPs and public health teams and find
ways to promote to general public.

Table 9
How to engage children/families (4)
� We need to market open spaces to families: make them fun and
family orientated. Fun days and interactive activities can help such as
trim and nature trails, cycle routes and community gardens, cool
equipment, urban dance events (music works well for young people).

� Improved public transport links to parks and open spaces.
� We can use the schools more effectively to promote exercise
especially at secondary level (where there is a perception that if you
aren’t the best at sport then you aren’t encouraged).
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Information on lunchtime activities

Nordic Walking

Nordic Walking is one of the most complete forms of exercise. By using poles
in a dynamic way whilst walking we use nearly 90% of our skeletal muscles
and burn 46% more calories than when we walk without poles. Nordic
Walking can tone upper arms, legs, waist and hips, strengthen your back and
release tension from your neck and shoulders. From the social walker
enjoying the outdoors with others, to the elite athlete needing sports
specific cross training, Nordic Walking (or Nordic Running) is suitable for
everyone. All levels of fitness can participate including people with injuries
or health issues, such as RSI, back problems, cardiac rehab. Reduced stress
on the joints and low perceived effort combine with the social aspect of
Nordic walking to make it a very accessible activity.

All the staff at Barefoot Studio and Go Nordic Walk are INWA (International
Nordic Walking Association) qualified instructors and members of Nordic
Walking UK. Karen Ingram is the Nordic Walking UK National Coach for Wales,
and they run regular training courses leading to a qualification as an INWA
Nordic Walking Instructor.

Contact: Karen Ingram or Paula Wooding

Tel: 01446 775772

Web: www.barefootstudio.co.uk or www.gonordicwalk.co.uk
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Tai Chi Chuan & Tai Chi Qigong

Tai Chi is a system of meditation in movement, practiced for health and
vitality, for relaxation and awareness, natural balance and self-defence. It is
usually practiced as though in slow motion with the gentle flowing and
continuous movements, bringing harmony to body and mind. It is the
synthesis of the martial arts and meditation which has made Tai Chi one of
the most practiced forms of exercise in the world. The system is suitable for
men and women of all ages. It is non-competitive, teaching us to realise our
limitations and not to use force.

The continuous movements relax and loosen the muscles and joints which
can help alleviate or prevent illness such as arthritis. It stimulates blood
circulation, helping to control blood pressure, builds stability in the legs and
teaches balance. The practice straightens the spine and strengthens the
lower back. As Tai Chi helps focus the mind, calm the emotions and relax the
body, it is beneficial to both mental and physical health. Tai Chi practised
every day puts us in touch with our inner strength, giving a quality of deep
beauty and meaning to life.

Contact: Christie Butterick, Rising Phoenix Tai Chi

Tel: 029 2020 6042

Web: www.shibashi.com
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Personal Pledges
Delegates were invited to make their own personal pledges on how they
will make use of their open spaces from now on. These pledges are for
personal use, to trigger thinking within the individual, and hopefully
enlighten them to different ways of using their spaces, eventually leading
to habitual activity.

Prior to the conference, personal pledges were made by the
Chief Medical Officer, Dr Tony Jewell, and members of WCfH staff.

Dr Tony Jewell
Chief Medical Officer

I will jog around the bay area each week.

Professor Mansel Aylward CB
Chair, WCfH

I pledge to run around Cyfarthfa Castle Park’s top
pond twice on Saturdays and three times on Sundays!
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Hugh Thomas
Deputy WCfH Chair

I will increase utilisation of my local spaces for walking.

Keith Cox
Director of Corporate Services, WCfH

I will take my daughter to our local park at least
twice a week.

Lynnette Thomas
Head of Partnerships & Communication, WCfH

My local park is practically on my doorstep.
Not only will I pledge to utilise it more to teach my
girls better football skills (with their father's strong
approval), but I will also use it myself after baby
bedtime to train for Race for Life.

Anne-Marie Brackpool
PANW Co-ordinator

I will encourage use of the park surrounding our
workplace by organising an office Ultimate Frisbee
team at lunchtimes this summer!

Louise Morris
Events Co-ordinator, WCfH

I will walk to buy my meat and vegetables from
the local butcher and greengrocer.
Exercise + supporting local businesses = success!
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Summary of conference evaluation
The day was well attended by a range of people from various organisations,
with a high number of delegates completing their evaluation forms for
inclusion into this summary report.

The table below shows a summary of the scores (percentage scores shown).
A chart has also been produced to represent these scores.

5 4 3 2 1 No
(Excellent) (Average) (Below Response

Average)

Event publicity 5 40 46 5 2 2

Pre-arrival details 30 49 14 0 2 5

Venue 72 26 0 2 0 0

Reception/arrival 56 42 0 0 0 2

Conference pack 37 53 10 0 0 0

Catering 49 40 7 2 0 2

Organisation 42 51 5 0 0 2

Format 28 49 21 2 0 0

Content of the day 33 47 20 0 0 0

Quality and
content of presentations 19 60 21 0 0 0

Quality of facilitation 37 47 14 0 0 2

Achievement of aims 21 51 21 0 0 7
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Chart to show the results of the Conference Evaluation
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Appendix 1: Conference programme

9.00 Coffee & Registration

9.50 Introduction
Chair: Alan Underwood
Council Member, Countryside Council for Wales

10.00 Opening Address
John Griffiths, Deputy Minister for Health & Social Services

10.10 Launching ahead: accelerating the agenda
Lynnette Thomas, Head of Partnerships & Communications

10.25 Climates of Change: linking the Public Health
and Sustainable Development Agendas
Angela Mawle, Chief Executive, UKPHA

10.50 Mentro Allan: Providing Green Space Opportunities
for 'Hard to Reach' Groups
Jane Lorimer, Project Manager, Sports Council for Wales

11.15 Introduction to Open Space Session
Steve Evison, Executive Director, Resources for Change

11.20 Tea, Coffee & Biscuits

11.40 Agenda forming for workshops

12.15 Lunch & Activities Group1

12.45 Lunch & Activities Group 2

13.30 Open Space Session 1

14.20 Tea & Coffee

14.35 Open Space Session 2

15.25 Evaluate Ideas Wall

15.45 Make a personal pledge & evaluate the day

16.00 Close
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Appendix 2: Presentations
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Dad, at school we
learned about eating
5 per day fruit’n’ veg!

That’s rubbish - sit
down & eat your chips

I’ll be 2 minutes,
just popping out
for a ready meal I’ll put on the micro,

the dishwasher, the
washing machine . .

Appendix 3: Conference art

Key
Comments in Green = Broadly agree with message
Comments in Red = Broadly challenge message

What this image says to me is:

Chat & catch them young!
Different ways of reaching different
client groups.
BUT don't place all the
responsibility of the message on
children.
This is an adult agenda, not
childrens.
Yes, but not the same message in
the same way. UNDERSTAND the
audience and communicate.
Don't preach 'what is good for you'.

What this image says to me is:

Time saved on chores gives more
time to do activities you enjoy!
If we want to get people active
for life we need to focus more on
children. They need safe,
attractive, local outdoor areas
where they can experience a
variety of physical activities.
These areas need to be supervised
in out of school hours.

illustrations by Graham Ogilvie
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‘Health’ isn’t
something I

can ‘give you’

There’s no such
thing as a ‘passport

to health’

It’s US in the community
who make a real difference

But it will take
a while to get it on

a better route

‘

Key
Comments in Green = Broadly agree with message
Comments in Red = Broadly challenge message

What this image says to me is:

While we give the 'community' the
idea that everything has a 'cure' in
the form of a pill or quick fix we
prevent empowerment &
responsibility. People value
what they pay for in time, effort
or money.
Stop writing reports & emails
& get out and DO is the thing!

What this image says to me is:

Ships take a long time to slow down
& stop let alone turn.
We need to remember this when
considering both funding & targets
for evaluation.
Demonstrate the positives by our
own actions.
Perhaps the ocean, crew &
passengers are more important
when looking to see what matters.
Look after the pennies & the ponds
look after themselves!!

illustrations by Graham Ogilvie
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It’s easy to
measure what

people die of . .

. . but not so easy to
measure what people

DON’T die of

Yes, but how much,
and when, and what

for, and . . .

Key
Comments in Green = Broadly agree with message
Comments in Red = Broadly challenge message

What this image says to me is:

GNP & life expectancy v's Gn
happiness & life quality.
Gather statistics while you may.
Stop with the stats & evidence
- we all know what's wrong.

What this image says to me is:

Too much money thrown at
ineffective projects.
Community development is the
answer.
Yes it is!!!

illustrations by Graham Ogilvie
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The first step is
where to begin -

then it gets easier

I’m never
flying again

But now they’ll spend
£50 million on safety

improvements

I see we’re still
top of the sick
list - oh well . .

Key
Comments in Green = Broadly agree with message
Comments in Red = Broadly challenge message

What this image says to me is:

I like this idea!
Community development is the
answer.
Bring it on! I'm ready to adopt this
one!!!
Completely agree!

What this image says to me is:

How to persuade the media to be
responsible and not deal in sound
bites.

illustrations by Graham Ogilvie
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It can be so
BORING in here

You should get
outside, there’s

ALWAYS something
new out here!

There’s a whole world
of new experiences

out there!!
What!? It’s just
trees & grass

isn’t it?

I

Key
Comments in Green = Broadly agree with message
Comments in Red = Broadly challenge message

What this image says to me is:

Variety of landscape can
re invigorate & stimulate.
Moving BACK from the grey gym to
the green gym!

What this image says to me is:

More opportunities & introduction
through schools.
Countryside tours giving
information on local areas.
Educate by informing.
Learn by experience. As long as the
countryside is there - use it as you
wish.

illustrations by Graham Ogilvie
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Where do we
go now?

Let’s go home
and play on the

Playstation

You
WILL!

You
CAN!

But I LIKE
smoking &

drinking

W

Key
Comments in Green = Broadly agree with message
Comments in Red = Broadly challenge message

What this image says to me is:

The easier it is for people to
become physically active the higher
probability it will be for people to
participate. e.g. more walking
groups, in many different ways.
Strengthen local transport
infrastructure to aid 'take up' of
opportunities.
Yes, but don't change one form of
management for another.
Sometimes doing nothing is the
right thing to do.
WHY??

What this image says to me is:

One step at a time e.g. starting
walking will have an impact on
smoking & lifestyle in general.
Physical activity should be a way of
life. If we 'joined up' the messages
- stop preaching about what people
should & shouldn't do.
(which actually provokes a negative
reaction) and promote practical
positive ACTIONS (e.g. walking to
work).
What carrot & stick? - people are
responsible for themselves!!

illustrations by Graham Ogilvie


